B. AUTHORS’ COMMENTS

C. LABEL DESIGN

D. MATERIALS AND PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

MAXIMUM LABEL SIZE

Love is violent, love is forbidden and fate is
inevitable. These dramatic central themes of
Shakespeare’s tragic love story provided the
foundations for a label design that set out to be
as visually theatrical as the action that occurs
throughout the play.

140 mm

In the construction of our pictorial image we
looked to hand-crafted processes and artisanal
printing techniques that could then be adapted
and introduced to the pioneering production
methods from Nilpeter, in order to create
a discourse that would eventually involve
marrying the bold and archaic medium of
the woodblock print against a contemporary
design aesthetic.
The image itself depicts the two lovers,
naked in their vulnerability and pulled apart
by an invisible, omnipotent force. In a world
devoid of anything but each other, we find them
frozen in a moment of desperate action, just out
of reach of one another and fated never to
be united.
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C2. REAR LABEL

1

DIE-CUT LABEL SUBSTRATE

Upm Raflatac Velmart White

2

SPOT COLOUR PRINTING

Pantone 433

140 mm

emotions that caused the animosity between
their two families and then the amnesty in
the wake of the tragedy unfurled.
With the intention of treating the project
holistically, we have also included a proposed
design for the reverse of the bottle. On the front
label, golden fetters wrap and pull our star
crossed lovers apart and yet on the reverse these
fetters are united as a knot, both a nod to the
wine’s namesake and an acknowledgment that,
although eternally torn apart by a plethora of
circumstances, Romeo and Juliet are bound,
however briefly, in one of the greatest love
stories of all time.

SCALE: APPROX. 1:1
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15 mm

Intentionally androgynous, stripped of their
clothes, their assigned roles and their familial
ties, indeed of all the socially constructed
elements that prevented their union in the first
place, we are asked to consider, who is who,
which is which, where does Juliet end and
Romeo begin. Indeed, nothing but their physical
bodies separates their shared feelings of love
and frustration, rage and desire; the very
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C1. FRONT LABEL

A. 3D VISUAL I Z A T I O N
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EMBOSSING
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VARNISHING

Raised Spot uv Varnish
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HOT FOIL STAMPING

A selection of two compatible foil shades by Kurz:
Luxor 220 and Luxor 355
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